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ANYTIME
& ANYPLACE
At the media company De Persgroep, 5,000 employees in
the Netherlands, Belgium and Denmark strive daily to offer
consumers attractive media products. 24 hours a day, wherever
they might happen to be. Whether it’s news media, video, radio,
magazines, online services or telecom.
In this digital age, all companies of De Persgroep are busy
transforming and innovating. That’s how De Persgroep is getting
its media ready for the future and further strengthening its strong
tie with the public – on-line and off.
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DE PERSGROEP 2017

IN BRIEF
TURNOVER €1,447 MILLION

EBITDA €216 MILLION

READER REVENUES €692 MILLION

EBITA €157 MILLION

ADVERTISING REVENUES €467 MILLION

NET CURRENT PROFIT €109 MILLION

Key figures
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CHRISTIAN VAN THILLO:

INVESTING IN
FUTURE GROWTH
Since the beginning of this year, our group

time we can build a genuinely integrated

has become the 100% owner of Media-

multimedia company with television,

laan, the audiovisual company that has

radio, news media, magazines, digital

Belgium´s largest commercial television

services and telecommunications. It is

and radio stations in its portfolio and

a fantastic prospect, and an important

that is also active in mobile telephony.

strategic step for the group. For many

Thanks to a concentration of forces with

years now we have been active in most

our other Belgian activities, for the first

media segments, but so far we had never

People have never
watched so much
television, but they
are doing so differently
than in the past.
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We want to be the ideal partner for our
advertisers in their search for the right marketing
solutions, and we have all the necessary media in
house to achieve just that.
had the chance to deploy all of these media and the

of our strategy. It all revolves around smart innovation

related competencies for our future growth.

and efficient business management.

Together with the great expansions in the Netherlands
of 2009 and 2014, this could well be the most exciting

In 2017 we took important steps in the transformation

thing we have ever done. But it will also be a challenge

that we envisage, and you can learn about them in this

to get two very different companies to fuse together

annual report. We are seeing interesting new develop-

into a coherent whole. That is what we will be working

ments in the market. For example, it is striking that

on this year.

more and more people are willing to pay for quality
journalism on the internet. We already have almost

The collaboration between the three Persgroep com-

300,000 digital subscribers, and reader surveys show

panies in Belgium, the Netherlands and Denmark is

that they attach great value to more background,

also an important point of attention. We see excellent

opinions and interpretation, offered by professional

synergetic advantages in digital development, IT,

journalists who work for media that they trust. We are

programmatic advertising and marketing, but the ex-

therefore investing heavily in the digital platforms of our

change of ideas and experiences is just as enriching

newspapers, which are thus developing into the most

for strengthening our companies.

important professional news media that are worthy of
being trusted by their readers. The revenues from digital

Everything we are undertaking now forms part of a

subscriptions are still not sufficient to offset the drop in

great transformation process that began in 2016 and

circulation of the printed papers, but within a few years

that should be completed in 2020. Our sector is going

it should be possible to bring the margin on our total

through a fundamental change caused by the ever-accel-

reader revenues back up again. This is of fundamental

erating digitalisation. People make their media choices

importance, given that it represents almost two-thirds

as a function of user-friendliness and user experience.

of our turnover.

Some people want to receive their news, information
and entertainment exclusively digitally, others only want

In our television activities, changing viewing habits

it in analogue form, and the largest group combines the

is the most important point of attention. People have

two. Advertisers are following this trend, and so we are

never watched so much television, but they are doing

developing our media on all platforms. The trick is to

so differently than in the past. Delayed viewing and

optimally combine online and offline so that we can

video online are very popular. Here, too, we want to

continue to serve all of our customers as well as pos-

serve all viewers to the best of our ability and therefore

sible within an attractive business model. This requires

we are investing in new video platforms and online

major investments and it is a very delicate balancing

video content, made for mobile use. Our news sites

act, but we believe that our strategy will begin to yield

and apps generate a massive reach and will also be

a profit within three years. The condition for this is that

actively deployed as a distribution platform for online

our digital activities grow substantially year after year,

video. We see excellent growth prospects here for the

and that we can optimally structure our organisation for

coming years.

the future. This dual transformation is the centrepiece
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FAREWELL TO MEDIAFIN
It was with a heavy heart that we said farewell this
year to our participating interest in Mediafin, but we
can look back on a beautiful adventure with great
making the difference for our customers.

from advertising, which is a market that

Despite the spectacular growth of online

has seen a sweeping transformation

media, traditional media remain very im-

in just a few years´ time due to digital-

portant in the marketing strategy of our

isation. Since last year, online media

customers. Marketing has become much

have surpassed television as the world´s

more complex than before, and more than

most important advertising channel.

ever our advertisers require information

Media companies are getting serious

and advice in order to make optimal use

competition here from dominant global

of their resources as a function of their

players such as Facebook and Google,

business objectives. That also has a

which receive most of the digital adver-

fundamental impact on how we serve

tising revenues thanks to the immense

our customers. We want to be the ideal

reach of their digital platforms, data and

partner for our advertisers in their search

technology. Programmatic advertising,

for the right marketing solutions, and we

or the automated purchase of digital

have all the necessary media in house

advertising space, is gradually starting

to achieve just that.

to become the standard, and Facebook
and Google, thanks to their technology,

2017 was a good year financially, with an

have succeeded in controlling the entire

EBITDA of 216 million euros and a net

value chain. Naturally this evolution is

current profit of 109 million euros, which

worrisome, but we see opportunities to

put us a bit below the record year of 2016.

substantially strengthen our position in

Given the high reorganisation charges and

this market. Our digital reach continues to

start-up losses of new initiatives, we are

grow vigorously and we are investing large

very satisfied with these results. In 2018

amounts in data and technology where we

we expect to return to financial growth,

were not yet on the same level as the big

but the group´s further transformation is

boys. Things are changing fast here, and

the absolute priority. I am tremendously

advertisers can now pinpoint their target

grateful to all of our employees for their

group with us as well. An added advantage

energy, ideas and unremitting efforts.

is that they can do so in a context where

It is fantastic to be able to lead so many

commercial messages have the greatest

enthusiastic professionals who love their

effect. Therein lies the major weakness of

jobs, in a sector that we like to believe

social media. Fake news, disinformation
and hate messages are proliferating on

is and shall remain the most beautiful
in the world.

worldwide internet platforms, and that
Christian Van Thillo

Happily, the importance of reliability,

CEO De Persgroep

these are the elements we wish to use in

Rossel, with which we had already worked together
closely for many years, we purchased L´Echo in 2003
and then De Tijd two years later. With an ambitious
and enthusiastic team we brought the two media
together into Mediafin, a company whose goal was to
become a multimedia leader in financial and business
journalism. That was our mission and it proved to be
an unparalleled success. Dirk Velghe, a Persgroep
man from the very first hour, immediately took the
lead and, together with his close-knit team, built up
the company stone by stone into what it is today.
The passion for the financial-economic life is translated every day into fascinating, lively newspapers
that reveal, clarify and interpret like no others. The
luxury weekend magazine Sabato is one of a kind.
What Mediafin has to offer digitally is far ahead
of the competition. Mediafin’s performances as a
company are also quite respectable. Thanks to a
highly customer-oriented focus, love for journalism
and careful cost control, the company succeeded in
booking excellent results year after year – which also
provided us with the resources necessary to continuously innovate. A company is worth what its people
are worth, and that is exactly why Mediafin’s future
looks very bright. It was an honour and a pleasure
to be able to work with so many talented people.

‘De beleggers
in het technologiebedrijf
Snap wagen
zich aan een
stevige gok.’

Parkings
Chinese groepen vechten om Qpark

vrijdag 3 maart 2017
www.tijd.be

‘Laat leerlingen
minder vaak
jaar overdoen’
Er kan extra geld voor het onderwijs worden gevonden door
minder leerlingen te laten bissen. Dat zegt de christelijke onderwijsvakbond. Die wijst erop
dat veel leerlingen in plaats van
te blijven zitten beter zouden
doorstromen naar een andere
studierichting. Een zittenblijver
in het secundair onderwijs kost
het Vlaamse onderwijs al snel
8.500 euro. P6
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dollar
Tienerapp
is beleggers
28 miljard
waard
Snap, eigenaar van de bij tieners
populaire Snapchat-app, kende
gisteren een droomdebuut op
Wall Street. Het geloof in Snaps
potentieel leverde een waardering van 28 miljard dollar op.
PieTer HAecK

Een amper zes jaar oude tienerapp
veroverde gisteren de harten van de
beleggers op de New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Snap, het moederbedrijf boven Snapchat, koerste bij
zijn beursdebuut tot de helft boven
de intekenprijs. Daarmee is het bedrijf een slordige 28 miljard dollar
waard. Beleggers vinden Snap daarmee even waardevol als de Brusselse
beurskleppers Solvay, Ageas, Colruyt
en Bekaert samen. Dat is een waanzinnige waardering voor een bedrijf
dat nog alles te bewijzen heeft.
In 2011 kwam CEO Evan Spiegel
op de proppen met het idee van een
app waarin foto’s en video’s na een
korte tijd weer verdwijnen. Meer
dan vijf jaar later bekijken meer dan
150 miljoen gebruikers dagelijks de
app. De meerderheid van hen zijn
18- tot 34-jarigen, een groep die adverteerders amper bereiken via de
traditionele kanalen, zoals tv, radio
of de krant.
Beleggers gokken op het potentieel van Snap om dat commercieel
interessante publiek van ‘millennials’ te verzilveren via advertenties.
Toch is daarvoor nog een lange weg
af te leggen. Vorig jaar draaide Snap
een omzet van 400 miljoen dollar,
maar ook een verlies van 514 miljoen
dollar. Voor dit jaar mikt Snap op
een omzet van 1 miljard dollar.
Veel, zoniet alles, ligt in handen
van de twee erg jeugdige oprichters:
Evan Spiegel (26) en Bobby Murphy
(28). De aandelen, die sinds gisteren
op de NYSE noteren onder de ticker
SNAP, hebben geen stemrecht. Spiegel en Murphy bezitten elk een belang van 21,8 procent. Samen behouden zij de controle.

Rock’n’Chic
Le restaurant
de Kobe
Desramaults
table sur
l’exclusivité.

1.800 processen tegen fiscus
dateren nog van voor 1999
lArs boVé

Het duo moet nu
met de gespekte oorlogskas Snapchat omvormen tot een goed
geoliede advertentiemachine. In veel landen, zoals in België, trekken bedrijven met hun advertentiegeld nog niet naar het
platform. Er is nog geen volwassen advertentiestructuur, zoals de rivaal Facebook
die wel heeft.
Om die reden zijn waarnemers sceptisch. ‘Ik zou ver wegblijven van deze beursgang’, stelt
Bart De Waele van het digitaal
agentschap Wijs.
Het is aan Spiegel en zijn 1.859
medewerkers om het tegendeel te
bewijzen. Het bedrijf wil zich profi-

Meer dan 1.800 rechtszaken tegen
de fiscus dateren al van voor 1999.
Het gaat om een op de tien zaken
die hangende zijn tegen de fiscus.
Het gros van die stokoude zaken
(zo’n 1.300) moet worden behandeld door het Brusselse hof van beroep. Maar dat hof kampt bij de
behandeling van fiscale zaken met
ellenlange wachttijden. Het Brusselse hof kan een Nederlandstalige
zaak tegen de fiscus ten vroegste
vanaf maart 2020, dus over drie
jaar, behandelen. In een andere
Nederlandstalige fiscale kamer
kan dat zelfs pas vanaf eind 2026.
Maar ook de fiscus heeft moei-

lijkheden om de meer dan 1.800
stokoude rechtszaken van voor
1999 verwerkt te krijgen. Volgens
de FOD Financiën zal het nog jaren duren voordat die zaken behandeld geraken. In sommige gevallen is de belastingplichtige die
de aanslag aanvecht al overleden
en moet de fiscus eerst opzoeken
wie zijn erfopvolgers zijn. Soms
gaat het om bedrijven die al zijn
opgedoekt en moet de fiscus nog
eerst de vereffenaars zoeken.
Voor 1999 kon u alleen bij een
van de vijf hoven van beroep terecht om een belastingaanslag te
betwisten. Daarna kon u aankloppen bij de rechtbanken van eerste
aanleg, waarvan er meer zijn. P5

Belg kiest uit kunst sultan

17
dollar

leren als een ‘camerabedrijf’ dat
past in de tijdsgeest om ongeveer alles met de camera vast te leggen.
Het heeft daarvoor ook de camerabril Spectacles als ijzer in het vuur.
Toch zijn de uitdagingen niet
min. Uit cijfers van Snapchat zelf
blijkt dat het groeitempo van het
aantal gebruikers vertraagt. Facebook verwerkt ook Snapchats kernfunctie - verdwijnende foto’s en video’s samenvatten in een digitaal
dagboek van 24 uur - tegen een
hoog tempo in de fotoapp Instagram en de berichtendiensten
WhatsApp en Messenger.
Op termijn moet blijken of Snap
het pad volgt van Twitter - na een euforische eerste beursdag volgde de
ontnuchtering - of dat van Facebook. Na een zwakke eerste handelsdag noteert dat aandeel nu op
een recordhoogte. P2-3

Test-Achats veut
toute la clarté
sur la prime
de vieillissement.
Page 3

Les déboires
de Senior Assist
fragilisent le
secrétariat social
Group S.
Page 23
«Redonnons à
Bruxelles son rôle
de capitale musicale», dit le boss de
Brussels Expo. P. 27

Les magasins «J’en ai marre qu’on
de running parle du LuxLeaks!»
Trakks
visent Paris
et Londres
La chaîne de matériel de course à pied,
qui compte quatre magasins en Belgique, veut déjà s’étendre à l’étranger.
JeAn-frAnçois sAcré

Rencontre avec
les exilés du
Brexit, en quête de
nationalité belge.
Page 11

beleggers gokken op
het potentieel van snap
om het publiek van
millennials te verzilveren in advertenties.

Openingskoers

Amazon
a généré
50.000%
en 20 ans
en Bourse.

Innovation
obligée pour
l’industrie
du X.

weekend

24,5
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Caterpillar
Une vie et puis plus rien
Page 13

Kankerdiagnose
wellicht via één
bloeddruppel
Grote investeerders als Amazon,
Google Ventures, Bill Gates en
de farmareus Johnson & Johnson
pompen 900 miljoen euro in het
Amerikaanse Grail, een twee jaar
oud Amerikaans bedrijf dat
werkt aan een methode om kanker al in een zeer vroeg stadium
op te sporen in één druppel
bloed. Volgens analisten zou het
wel eens om de heilige graal van
het kankeronderzoek kunnen
gaan. Namens Johnson & Johnson onderhandelde de Belg Tom
Heyman mee over de investering
in Grail. De veteraan uit de farma-industrie beschikt bij de geneesmiddelengroep over een
immens investeringsbudget. P4

Biocartis
Rudi Pauwels
zet stap
opzij

Slotkoers Snapchat

COMMENTAAR
PAGINA 2

Ab inbev schrapt na een
zwak 2016 alle bonussen
voor het management en
belooft meer besparingen na
de fusie met sAbMiller. P15

fact is becoming ever more problematic.
quality and transparency is growing and

satisfaction. Together with the media company

MARCHÉS
BEL 20
+0,17%

© Baya

More than one-third of our turnover comes

De Belgische S.M.A.K.-directeur Philippe Van Cauteren heeft een
indrukwekkende expo rond Arabische kunst opgezet in het Parijse
Institut du Monde Arabe. Hij mocht kiezen uit de collectie van een
rijke Arabische financier, sultan Sooud Al Qassemi. P11

Actieve 60-plussers niet meer
verzekerd tegen langdurige ziekte
Wie beroepsactief blijft na zijn
60ste kan vaak geen aanspraak
meer maken op een verzekering
die een gewaarborgd inkomen
biedt bij een langdurige ziekte.
Dat treft tienduizenden werknemers en zelfstandigen van wie het
oorspronkelijke pensioenplan afloopt op 60 jaar. Het gat in de dekking is een rechtstreeks gevolg van
de pensioenhervorming van de federale regering. Die bepaalde dat

werknemers en zelfstandigen hun
aanvullend pensioen kunnen opnemen voor ze daadwerkelijk hun
pensioen opvragen. Vaak lopen
die pensioenregelingen af op de
zestigste verjaardag van de verzekerde. Als die echter doorwerkt en
dus zijn pensioen nog niet aanvraagt, dreigt een gat te vallen. Assuralia, de koepel van de verzekeringsondernemingen, werkt aan
een oplossing. P7

3.900,93
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EURO EN DOLLAR
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Le bitume risque de fondre sous les
pieds des 40.000 joggeurs qui prendront ce dimanche matin le départ
des traditionnels 20 km de
Bruxelles. On annonce en effet des
températures autour des 30 degrés.
Parmi ces acharnés, 130 courront
sous les couleurs de la chaîne de magasins spécialisés en running Trakks.
Elle a été cofondée voici 5 ans par
Christophe Thomas, ultra-traileur
confirmé, et Catherine Lallemand,
quadruple vainqueur des 20 km de
Bruxelles qui a, depuis, quitté l’entreprise. La chaîne est devenue une
référence dans le milieu de la course
à pied. Elle compte quatre magasins
dont le dernier s’est ouvert en février
à Gand. Elle s’est aussi développée
dans le coaching et sponsorise une

kyrielle de courses.
Alors que ce marché, en plein
boom ces dernières années, arrive
lentement à saturation, le patron de
Trakks voit plus loin. Il estime son
concept exportable dans des villes
comme Londres ou Paris où ce genre
d’enseigne est peu exploité. Pour
concrétiser son ambition, l’homme
se dit prêt à ouvrir son capital. Des
investisseurs, et non des moindres,
s’intéresseraient au dossier.
lire en PAGe 32

Un concept comme
Trakks existe peu dans
les grandes capitales
européennes.

La famille Bogaerts installe à Uccle
le plus gros campus à l’américaine
Trente ans renouvelables. C’est le
bail que viennent de signer les frères
Bogaerts (Ubu/Pan - B19 - Knokke)
avec le CPAS de la Ville de Bruxelles
pour loger dans le château de Latour
de Freins à Uccle leur future école internationale privée pour étudiants
triés sur le volet. L’endroit est idyllique et dans un état de conservation
impeccable. Logé à quelques minutes de la gare du Midi, il est stratégiquement situé. Reste donc à bien
choisir les partenaires privés pour
offrir un programme scolaire le plus
attrayant possible. Et en la matière,
les Bogaerts savent y faire. Depuis
plusieurs générations, puisque le
patriarche a lancé, voici des décennies déjà, une école privée de prépa-

ration au jury d’Etat. Convaincus de
la pertinence de leur projet, les
frères Bogaerts finalisent pour l’instant plusieurs contrats de partenariat avec des opérateurs privés de
premier plan: le Ceran, Berlitz... et un
partenaire capable de piloter la plus
importante école de codage (informatique) de Belgique. Au menu de
la rentrée prochaine, on annonce
une carte de cursus digne des campus privés internationaux les plus
reconnus, avec des certifications débouchant directement sur des emplois réels. Les derniers partenaires
de la nouvelle adresse pas pour
toutes les bourses seront connus
d’ici deux mois.
lire en PAGe 3

Pour toucher la corde sensible d’un Luxembourgeois, parlez-lui fiscalité. Le Premier
ministre Xavier Bettel évoque aussi l’Europe,
son homosexualité et comment il a rendu ses
zébrures au tigre grand-ducal. interview en Pages 4 et 5
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FOREWORD
OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
On behalf of the Board of Directors of De Persgroep, I

The acquisition of one hundred percent of Medialaan

have the pleasure of presenting to you the consolidated

will have a significant impact on the accounts of De

accounts for the financial year 2017.

Persgroep. While over the past two financial years the
net financial debt remained limited to 21 million euros,

In the absence of significant acquisitions during the

this will now increase by a good 200 million euros, which

financial year, the results are in line with the record

entails a debt ratio vis-à-vis the operating cash flow of

year 2016: for example, operating income remained

slightly more than 1.0.

stable at 1,447 million euros (-0.6%), and the group´s
financial performance also remained at a high level,

But above all, this acquisition will make it possible

with an operating cash flow of 216 million euros (-4%),

in Belgium to build up a single new media company,

an operating profit of 157 million euros (-4%) and a net

where the publishing and the audiovisual activities are

current profit of 109 million euros (-6%).

integrated with a view to the digital transformation of
De Persgroep.

The most striking event of the past year is unquestionably the agreement that was reached in the fall with

The Board trusts that this integration too will prove a

Roularta Media Group. After having been successful

success, thanks to the enthusiastic efforts of our group´s

partners for two decades, De Persgroep is buying

employees. On behalf of the Board I wish to thank the

Roularta´s fifty percent interest in Medialaan, and it is

nearly 5,000 employees in Belgium, the Netherlands and

selling to Roularta its fifty percent interest in Mediafin.

Denmark for the passion with which they are shaping

However, this double transaction is not yet reflected in

De Persgroep’s future every day.

the 2017 annual accounts. Given the competition-law
approval procedures, the Medialaan transaction was

Ludwig Criel

completed at the end of January 2018, that of Mediafin

Chairman of the Board of Directors

only in mid-March.
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Christophe Convent
Secretary-General

Jan Louis Burggraaf
Director

Christian Van Thillo
Chief Executive
Officer

Ieko Sevinga
Director

Ludwig Criel
Chairman

Emmanuel Van Thillo
Director

Léon Seynave
Director

Eric Verbeeck
Director

The Medialaan acquisition will make it possible
in Belgium to build up a single new media
company, where the publishing and the audiovisual
activities are integrated with a view to the digital
transformation of De Persgroep.
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Pieter Klok
Deputy editor
at the Volkskrant

Calo Macaluso
Marketing director
at Unleashed
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Encounter with Pieter Klok (the Volkskrant)
& Calogero Macaluso (Mobile Vikings)

“I BELIEVE VERY STRONGLY
IN THE PRODUCT.
READING NEWSPAPERS
IS A STUBBORN HABIT.”
They have never met one another before, scarcely knew what the
other did before now, but they talk with an enthusiasm suggesting
they´ve been friends for years. Not a moment of silence.
Pieter Klok, at the end of the interview: “What´s your background,
actually? Were you trained as a marketeer?”
Calo Macaluso: “No, not at all. I´m an engineer.”
Pieter: “No! Civil engineer? Me too. Now we know what ties us
together. Two civil engineers in the group.”
Calo: “Now we´ve found it.”
Pieter: “Hydraulic engineering?”
Calo: “Aeronautical engineering.”
Pieter: “Wow, that´s highly complex.”
The two Persgroepers are currently doing something entirely
different from what they were originally trained for. Pieter Klok
is deputy editor at the Volkskrant. Calo Macaluso is marketing
director at Unleashed of the hip Belgian telecom brands Mobile
Vikings, JIM Mobile and the TV app Stievie.

“I sometimes say to our
marketing department:
we can create good
stories, we can think
together very well.”
PIETER KLOK
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Calo Macaluso (35)
• Marketing director at Unleashed, the telecom business
unit at Medialaan
• Lives in Hasselt

What do you find to be the best

away from the race to the bottom.

continuously consult with one anoth-

thing about this job?

We now have Viking Deals, a beau-

er. We set the business people and

Pieter: Seeing colleagues develop

tiful model. When customers make

the ICT specialists down together

and thrive. Appointing someone to

purchases via our platform from

in order to facilitate that.

a position and realising: Jeez, he´s

webshops like Bol.com and Coolblue,

Pieter: We´re doing that now as well.

really good. That´s what makes me

they get five percent of their order

the happiest, when that works out.

back in Viking points. So if you buy

Can you imagine yourself in each

Whether it involves a very young

something worth one hundred euros

other´s job?

correspondent or an older journalist

at Coolblue, you receive a five euros

Pieter: Ehhhh. Phew. Marketing is

• Loves music, running and
snowboarding

who suddenly gets his groove back,

discount on your subscription.

diametrically opposed to journalism.

• Married, two children

even though before he made the

Pieter: Discount? I thought it was

We always try to prick through things:

impression of being on his last lap.

especially in the Netherlands that

this discount at Mobile Vikings you

Calo: Strategic challenges. All mobile

people were obsessed with dis-

can also get somewhere else. A

subscriptions are moving toward

counts.

journalist wants to analyse that

unlimited calling and surfing the

Calo: It goes further than a discount.

correctly.

internet for a fixed low price. You

As a consumer, you feel very smart

Calo: As a good marketeer, you’re

can´t distinguish yourself in a world

when you save on your telecom

obliged to do exactly that. Your offer

like that. You have to come up with

invoice in this way.

has to be distinctive.

things that really stand out from

Pieter: Oh yeah, that smartness then

Pieter: But when I teach ´intro writ-

what the others are offering. Stay

becomes an important brand value.

ing´ courses, I use principles from

Calo: Mobile Vikings are real smart-

marketing. Every intro has to con-

ies.

clude with a call to action, one that
proclaims: you´ve got to read this
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And what´s the most difficult aspect

document. I also always emphasise

of your work?

that text and image have to reinforce

Pieter: ICT projects. They have this

one another. So I fear that there

frustrating tendency of always going

might well be a marketeer lurking

off the rails. Up front it all seems so

inside me after all. And I sometimes

simple, yet it never is. We journalists

say to our marketing department:

do not communicate well with ICT

we can create good stories, we can

specialists. Right now we’re in the

think together very well. Mobile Vi-

final phase of a digital renovation:

kings is also a story, of the smart

a new website, a new app, a new

rebellious types. Maybe we should

digital newspaper for tablets. And

work together sometime. (laughs)

once again it appears far more com-

But whether I can also sell telephone

plicated than we had thought. It is

subscriptions – that I don´t know.

very difficult to get a grip on things.

Calo: We both make products.

Calo: I know exactly what you mean.

Making a newspaper or coming up

The future lies in digital, we simply

with a rate plan…

have to get it under control. I think

Pieter: You see that as the same

that the key to success lies in un-

kind of products?

derstanding the ICT specialists. Not

Calo: No. They´re products. With

just describing what we need and

a consumer behind them. With an

then leaving it to the ICT specialists…

expectation behind them. If I have

Pieter: (interrupts) We did that on

to reflect about a newspaper, I won-

the previous operation.

der: what article do we put on the

Calo: And just go back to your day-

front page? What will the readers

to-day work and wait and see what

be concerned about? What makes

they come up with. No, you have to

their hearts beat faster?

Pieter Klok (45)
• Deputy editor at the
Volkskrant
• Lives in Ilpendam
• Loves cycling, reading and
travelling
• Married, three children

Pieter: You can start with us right

you have to do them parallel to one

But above all: serve as a mirror for

away. Those are exactly the questions

another. Until the moment that digital

the staff. Don´t immediately come up

we ask ourselves every morning.

takes over entirely, if the newspaper

with the conclusion, but ask critical

really disappears, in fifty years or so.

questions.

Do you read the newspaper, Calo?

Pieter: On the other hand, a newspa-

Calo: I’m fully digital.

Are there things about which you say:

per can´t do without temperament.

Pieter: Shame on you! That´s dis-

I should have done this differently?

There always have to be people who

graceful!

Pieter: Sometimes I´ve implemented

make it clear that they really care

Calo: I refuse to pay for a newspaper.

organisational changes that meant

about something.

Because it´s all available online. I

that I had a bad year. But regret? As

Calo: When a mistake is made, I can

get sufficient depth: I find enough

the entrepreneur Bernard Wientjes

react impulsively: I want to correct

articles.

says: a good manager makes the right

it quickly. So I´m with you on that:

Pieter: Speak for yourself, OK?

decision in 51 percent of the cases, a

sometimes you need that tempera-

Calo: Via the HLN app I get the latest

bad one in 49 percent. I sometimes

ment in order to give a signal.

world news. If I want to know more I

react way too angrily. I´ve learned to

Pieter: I spoke recently to someone

google about it, or I click on through.

apologise as quickly as possible and

from a competing medium who said:

That way I always find just enough

often. And to say that, at the end of the

´When I see you publish a good arti-

to be able to put my two cents in. I

day, it was all my fault. (Calo laughs)

cle, I feel sick about it all weekend.´ I

don´t need to get up in the morning

Errors are generally collective. You hit

have that myself as well, when I see

and unfold a newspaper.

the roof in a flash, but you cause a

a good article in another newspaper.

Pieter: I find it a very nice ritual.

lot of damage at the same time. It´s

There are enough editors who think:

In the final analysis we’re selling a

so annoying when you lose control

OK, this time they’re the winners,

ritual, and it’s one I grew up with. I´m

in a fit of anger.

the next time it’s our turn. Which is

a dyed-in-the-wool optimist. I believe

Calo: Yeah, yeah, right. I´ve some-

a whole lot healthier, and better for

very deeply in the product. Reading

times experienced that someone

your heart, but I can´t stand it.

newspapers is a stubborn habit.

actually didn´t want to join my team

Calo: I think that what it comes

because he found me such a tem-

Both of you are control freaks.

down to is keeping that newspaper

peramental guy who kept all the

They burst into laughter at the same

and the internet in balance.

responsibility in his own hands. I

time.

Pieter: That´s what we´re busy

learned a good deal from that. Be-

working on right now. That´s also

come a calmer person, listen a lot

Interview:

the complicated thing: these days

more, don´t impose your own vision.

Steffie Kouters (de Volkskrant)

“I think that
the key to
success lies
in understanding the
ICT specialists.”
CALO MACALUSO

•
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Erik Roddenhof
CEO De Persgroep
in the Netherlands

2017
IN THE NETHERLANDS
“2018 will become the
second year of the historical
transformation into a digitallyoriented company.
The objective is simple: to expand faster digitally than
we are shrinking in print. That’s also an ambitious goal.
But the big steps that we took in year one of the transformation give us hope. The results of 2017 are above
our expectations. Our digital products are better, and
more and more people are finding their way to our door.
That means more subscriptions and more advertising
revenues. It helps that we have the wind at our backs.
The economy has been picking up for some time now,
advertising expenditures are growing and advertisers
– critical about the big-tech companies – are moving
in our direction.
In 2018 we’re introducing richer digital products for the
ADR titles, the Volkskrant and the Nationale Vacaturebank. There are payment possibilities offered on all of
our 22 news sites. With a new advertising model we’re
trying to reach the smaller local advertiser digitally. In
addition, we continue to invest in the paper newspaper,
a fantastic product with a high revenue. In the coming
years our news brands will excel on two stages.”
18
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COLUMN
Columnist and writer Roos Schlikker (43)
has been writing for Het Parool since 2014.

LITTLE BIG
NEWSPAPER
DE PERSGROEP
NEDERLAND: THE LARGEST
MEDIA COMPANY
De Persgroep is the largest media house in the

“

There are no small parts, only small

I with her in that pregnancy yoga class,

actors.”

at the Saturday market bake sale or did I

I heard many directors observe this

grow up in Zierikzee (“No, I’ve never been

back in the days when I still regularly

in Zierikzee.” “But I could swear.” “Maybe

Netherlands, as demonstrated by a study done by

haunted the amateur theatre circuit.

you know me from one of my columns,

research agency GfK for the Nationaal Onderzoek

During rehearsals, there was always

there’s always a little photo of me.” “I never

Multimedia (NOM, the National Multimedia Re-

someone who complained that he had

read columns. No, you definitely come

search joint industrial committee). Every day, ADR

too few lines, that a monologue offered by

from Zierikzee.”).

Nieuwsmedia, the AD and the Volkskrant reach

his character would add just the perfect

36% of all Dutch citizens. ADR Nieuwsmedia is the

touch, and that it was imperative to have

Frustrating, naturally, but you miss more

largest. The regional news brands of ADR together

a spotlight focused exclusively on him

than you experience, as Martin Bril wrote.

reach 9.5 million people per month. The title AD

the moment he came in bearing a letter

And what I experience is that the flower

reaches 7.4 million people monthly – that is more

during a dramatic scene.

seller in Mokum grabs my arm: “Your

skrant follows with 4.4 million per month. The study

The weary and exasperated director

ter.” That the Little Comedy theatre each

´NOM Media Brands 2017´ presents the results of

would respond with that hoary cliché,

month during our Parool talk show draws

154 print brands, 88 digital brands and 45 brands

of course. However, small parts really do

dozens of people who have been reading

that publish both on paper and digitally.

exist. I once played the front half of Jan

Het Parool for decades (“I remember,

the donkey, who already up and died by

back in Carmiggelt’s day…”). That we

the middle of act two, so I can speak on

columnists receive huge numbers of

this subject with some authority.

e-mails and handwritten letters and that

than half of the Dutch age 13 and above. The Volk-

columns always double me up with laugh-

once an enormous bouquet of roses
What doesn´t exist, however, are small

was delivered. For my mother, who had

newspapers. Yes, on paper perhaps. One

been attacked in her doorway. Sender:

can conceive of regions in the Nether-

an anonymous reader.

lands where those of us from Het Parool
scarcely exist. When I happen to be there

It’s that kind of reader involvement which

and I´m asked “Don´t I know you from

makes a newspaper great.

somewhere?”, my eyes always light up
for a brief moment. Do they read my

This little big newspaper. Which deserves

little paper way out here? After which I

to be in the spotlight once in a while.

invariably get the follow-up question. Was
19
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Hille van der Kaa
Editor-in-chief BN DeStem

“REGIONAL
IS GOING
DIGITAL AS
WELL”

T

ransforming a traditional news-

It was fantastic to see how much fun

paper into something a bit more

we had reinventing our own journalistic

digital: it’s a process confronting

profession. And that didn´t just apply for

regional papers as well. And at BN DeStem,

the neophytes, believe me!”

editor-in-chief Hille van der Kaa even reserved a whole year for it. “For us, 2017

After the summer, digital was really firmly

was that transitional year. Working with

anchored in their DNA and they went

a different system and different dead-

for the full transition. “Everyone is now

lines, but also a cultural change: working

working for online, there’s no more sep-

differently with your head. We started the

arate editorial department. The morning

year off with training courses. Our print-

meeting has been eliminated, we now

oriented colleagues did an internship with

put the newspaper together later in the

the onliners. Then they received various

day with things that have gone online.

assignments in order to build up their on-

Our further ambitions for this year are

line portfolio. Those were then discussed

to post more and better video material

with the head of digital and myself. It was

and to get our reading public – which is

all a bit tense for us, because it felt like

already quite large – to spend a bit more

the exams of our school days, but in the

time on our website.”

final analysis everything went very well.

Hille van der Kaa (38)
• At De Persgroep since 2015
• Loves cheese, jogging and
´Alice in Wonderland´
• Lives in Tilburg
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Colleagues discovered that they were

In addition, BN DeStem is now joining

actually good at doing entirely new things

forces on the digital level with two other

such as making videos, drawing up lists,

regional titles of De Persgroep: Brabants

quickly updating the news... Everyone

Dagblad and Eindhovens Dagblad. Under

discovered an online specialty they could

the name “Online Zuid”, video and social

focus on and in addition we also offered

media specialists are thus serving the

in-service training and extra workshops.

entire province of Brabant

COLUM N

John van den Oetelaar (52)
has been editor-in-chief of
ED.nl/Eindhovens Dagblad
since 2010.

COME HERE
W
In 2017 Het Parool was
voted World´s Best Designed Newspaper by the
Society for News Design.
In March 2018 it received
the award for the second
year in a row.

hether I want to write a

I declare my love for here. For the coun-

few lines about my love for

tryside redolent of pig manure. For the

the region? The region, the

soothing, sometimes lilting, sometimes

region, the region. If you repeat it often

gnawing dialect. For the instinctive aver-

enough, it becomes kind of a crazy word.

sion to authority. For the innate tendency

I mean, that applies for “hop shoots” as

to cooperate. For the Catholic character,

well - but that´s a whole different story.

even now that the churches remain empty:

The region: what is that, really? In the

we simply confess it away. For this hid-

Netherlands the word is often misused

eous city, which is understood above all

to indicate everything that takes place

by people from here, or newcomers who

outside the Randstad. But then, that

find their home here. For companies that

Randstad, does it actually exist? In the

make ultramodern telephones work, and

region, which thus doesn´t really exist, it

public transport chip cards, also north

is used to indicate the urban agglomer-

of the big rivers and in Taipei. For the

ation in Western Holland, as seen from

sausage rolls. For the people from here,

Eindhoven, “north of the big rivers”. But

who really are different from the people

the people in that Randstad don´t feel

from over there. For the cafés, the little

themselves to be a Randstad.

squares, the farms, the landscapes. For

See, now we´re getting somewhere. The

the miracle of Eindhoven.

region doesn´t exist. I don´t live in the
region of Eindhoven. I come from here.

For here.

Here.
Indebuurt.nl offers
regional news on 21 cities
in the Netherlands.

The love for “here” is hard to explain,
unless you’re from “here”. Incidentally,
that also applies for “there”, but then they
have their own “here”.
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TWEAKERS: MORE
INFORMATION, MORE READERS
For the largest independent electronics

In order to test products even faster

and technology website of the Nether-

and better, Tweakers joined forces with

lands and Belgium 2017 was a top year.

Hardware.info for a shared test lab. The

Editor-in-chief Wout Funnekotter: “2017

events are also attracting ever more fans.

was a good year for innovation and our

And also in collaboration with Hardware.

readers have an ever-growing hunger

info, the online technology platform took

for information. Grist for the mills of

its first steps offline with a magazine

Tweakers. We attracted more visitors

for its subscribers. The journal gives a

thanks to our even broader offer. We

peek behind the curtains of Tweakers,

grew from 178,560,000 visits in 2016 to

discusses new technology topics and lets

more than 200 million in 2017. That also

the fans speak about their tech passions.

produced a handsome financial result.”

Also new: the AD now spoils its readers
with information from the comparative
tests of Tweakers.

Each month, all of the titles of De Persgroep
Nederland (print and online combined) reach
nearly as many people as Facebook or Google.

mis geen enkele aanbieding
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DE PERSGROEP TAKES OVER HOLLAND´S
LARGEST ONLINE ADVERTISING PLATFORM
In 2017 De Persgroep continued its digital

make the platform even more relevant for

transition in the Netherlands. Reclame-

readers and advertisers we’re expanding

folder.nl is henceforth sailing under the

it even further. Soon you will find on

flag of De Persgroep. The largest offers

Reclamefolder.nl not only brochures, but

platform of the Netherlands attracts two

all advertising offers – from the baker

million visitors every month. Every week

around the corner to the largest super-

consumers look at millions of national

market chain.” Because De Persgroep

and local advertising brochures. And that

gives retailers the possibility to advertise

reach will grow even further, says Jan van

not only on paper but also online, in their

Dun, general manager local media: “To

own region, in a highly-targeted manner.

Mattie Valk
DJ at Qmusic

“WE FOLLOW OUR GUT FEELING
AND SOMETIMES THROW THE
RULEBOOK OUT THE WINDOW”

T

he Foute Par ty which

We make radio with and for our

There are few places where it can be

twice completely filled the

listeners, and that comes across

done this way, and that inspires me.

Brabant Halls, the Q-World

very clearly.”

Working at Qmusic doesn´t consume

Tour where a listener won a mu-

your energy, it gives you energy!”

sical world tour, the new morning

“Our ambition is to make the best

programme with Mattie, Fien & Ig-

radio 24 hours a day and to be a

Thanks to today´s technology, direct

mar... These are a few of the ways

constant factor in the lives of our

contact is becoming even easier.

in which - according to radio DJ

listeners. In the Netherlands our phi-

“The app is a very nice way to involve

Mattie Valk - Qmusic distinguished

losophy is truly unique: the focus lies

listeners. The radio quiz game De

itself in 2017. “There´s lots of energy

continuously on the product itself,

Doofpot is a good example of this.

and we have new plans to make our

and that is an element in everything

Listeners can guess in an individual

listeners smile once again every

we do. That doesn´t always have

competition whether the daily secret

day. Interactivity is a key value in

to be immediately translated into

is from Fien, Igmar or me. Also in the

this effort. With a couple hundred

figures, and we don´t allow our-

Foute Uur they set the direction by

thousand Q members, we have the

selves to be dictated to by rules. If

choosing between two tracks. We

largest community in radio-making

we believe in something, we follow

want to expand these possibilities

Netherlands. For us, communicating

our gut feeling and sometimes we

even further in the future.”

means both sending and receiving.

throw the rulebook out the window.

Mattie Valk (33)
• Loves fitness and takes
singing lessons
• Lives in Rotterdam
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Mike McGrail
Delivery manager – media
& business platforms

“DIGITAL
DEVELOPMENT IS
MUCH MORE THAN
TRANSFORMING
THE NEWSPAPER
INTO A DIGITAL
PRODUCT”

A

merican Mike McGrail has a

iceberg, most of the digital transformation

striking profile, because he

is invisible. It´s about the mindset, the

began his career as an in-

collaboration in multidisciplinary teams.

formation systems specialist in the US

In the past we climbed up the mountain

Air Force. In 1986 he was stationed in

and wrestled with the resistance. In the

the Netherlands, where he managed to

meantime we´ve reached the summit

accumulate a wife, some kids and even

and we find ourselves at a tipping point.

a few pets by the time the Cold War

Now we have to hold on and persevere.

was over. Two years ago De Persgroep

We have to bring business and IT even

brought him on board as IT Manager

closer to one another: collaborating,

Online Services – for running websites

making decisions together and involving

such as Nationalevacaturebank.nl, Au-

one another. Moreover, it´s essential that

totrack.nl, Tweakers.net and so on – and

we focus on satisfied consumers. Then

at the end of last year he became delivery

they make greater use of our products,

manager media & business platforms.

more ads are viewed and the advertiser

“What I´m doing now fits perfectly with

is also satisfied. So things have come

what I was already doing earlier, but on

full circle.”

a wider front. I bring teams from several

Mike McGrail (52)
• At De Persgroep since 2016
• Loves reading, history, ice
hockey, geeky things
• Lives with his wife and two
sons (18 and 12 years old) in
Soest; his daughter (25) has
already flown the coop
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disciplines together and support the team

One of the great challenges is that the

members in a wide range of ways. And I

quantity of changes is now much greater

do this across the whole group, thus for

than ever before. “What we know today

several countries.”

might not apply any longer just three
months from now. This means that we

“The digital development is much more

have to remain alert and that it is even

than transforming the newspaper into a

more important to be flexible.”

digital product. That´s just the tip of the

Sascha van Belzen
Lead project manager

“INTELLIGENTLY
DEPLOYING ICT
BASICALLY MEANS
WORKING IN
A MORE DATADRIVEN MANNER”

A

s lead project manager,

growth. That might be the case in

world where technology and media

Sascha van Belzen is

the beginning, but you also have

converge, it makes no sense to keep

responsible for all large-

to make it sustainable. For this we

departments apart from one another.

scale IT projects within De Persgroep,

have to take even more data-driven

Ideally, editorial staff, marketing and

whether in the Netherlands, Belgium

decisions. That a new system by

sales people sit together in a team

or Denmark. For her, technology is

definition saves on personnel or

in order to achieve the objectives.”

the company´s future. “We see that

allows them to work more efficiently

media use is shifting to digital, so

also isn’t correct. First you have to

An example of a new digital product

that’s where our growth possibilities

study where the greatest value can

is the Digital Edition, which is being

are located. We have to compensate

be derived in the process. What we

intensively worked on. “It is becoming

the loss in print revenues, with re-

are now trying in the first place is

a highly visual tablet version of the

gard to advertisements and reader

to offer speed in order to put new

Volkskrant, which must equal the use

subscriptions, in the digital domain.

products on the market. Earlier we

experience of the print title. And we

But the greatest challenge for us

did that only after completion. Now

can reuse the basis and customise

in 2018 is combining the digital

we engage in agile working: we bring

the app for each title, so that we don´t

transformation with the unification

the product to the customer as quick-

have to start from zero each time.”

of two companies on the IT level.”

ly as possible and then develop it

Sascha van Belzen (47)
• At De Persgroep since 2013
• Loves good food, gardening,
travelling, following the media
and technology
• Lives with her husband and
three children (ages 13, 11
and 8) in Amsterdam

further depending on the needs of
“It´s a misconception that a new

the users. Moreover, we work in a

site or app automatically means

more cross-functional manner. In a
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Ronald Griffioen
Manager partnerships
& sales areas

COOPERATION WITH ZIGGO,
EUROSPORT, KNVB AND NOC*NSF

“WE POUR LOVE
AND ATTENTION
INTO OUR
PARTNERSHIPS”

I

Ronald Griffioen (37)
• At De Persgroep since 2007
• Loves cycling and playing
tennis
• Lives with his wife in
Oegstgeest
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n the media world, good

our partnerships and enter into a

and better images than we do, so

partnerships are indispensable:

relationship that isn´t on a price list!”

we’re very proud that we can put

new readers, viewers or cus-

them on our sites.”

tomers are attracted and existing

“Last year we gave form to our video

ones hang around longer. In the

ambition. The editorial offices did

The objective for this year is to grow

Netherlands De Persgroep is addres-

make news videos... but entertain-

even more strongly and to make the

sing that in a very unique way. “We’re

ment videos as an enjoyable way

existing partnerships permanent.

the only one with a real partnership

to pass the time? We didn´t have

“The competitors watch what we’re

division”, says partnerships manager

any of those at all. Because it´s

doing, thus we have to ensure that

Ronald Griffioen. “Often partnerships

expensive to make them, we have

we remain an added value for our

turn solely on exposure, but beyond

eighty percent of them supplied by

partners. For me, a partnership is

that there is no added value or en-

our partners. In all we entered into

truly successful when De Persgroep

trepreneurship. We go a lot further.

over 15 new partnerships for this

is singled out by name as a valuable

Every week we sit down around the

purpose, with major names such

partner at an iconic moment - such

table with our partners to look at

as Eurosport, Discovery Channels,

as during a Christmas party. That´s

what we can signify for them and

the sports organisation NOC*NSF,

what we´re shooting for!”

how we can fulfil their wishes. We

the football association KNVB and

pour real love and attention into

so on. They make more beautiful

C OLU M N
Fons van Westerloo (72) has been a member of the board of supervisory directors of De Persgroep Netherlands since 2013. In 2011
Van Westerloo was named an Officer in the Order of Oranje-Nassau,
in recognition of the “mark he made on the Dutch media landscape”.

MEDIA
THEN AND NOW

SUCCESSFUL YEAR FOR
TROUW THANKS TO
UNIQUE VIEW OF THE
NEWS
75 years old, but still busy growing. That was

I

Trouw in 2017. Against all the global trends,
t is equally interesting to look at what

good reporter was the one who in the

has as what has not changed in the

pre-satellite age was able to get the

media over the past fifty years during

story - on time - from the place of the ca-

which I was actively involved in both the

tastrophe to the editorial staff. A working

print and the audiovisual press. I recently

phone booth anywhere in the world was

leafed through a folder containing the

the life line to the newspaper, and you

major stories I wrote for the Dutch daily

prayed that your call wasn´t answered

newspaper De Tijd back in the 1960s.

by a trainee who would hang up on you

They were stories about civil wars or

before you finished plugging in the large

famines which, after all these years, could

handful of coins that were necessary for

be printed in the newspaper again without

establishing a connection. Now everything

changing a thing. Although we had never

passes via fast mobile connections, as

heard of spin doctors, a minister was

a result of which the news can also be

addressed with “your excellency” and it

channelled instantly by the newspaper

was inconceivable that an interviewee

publishers to the consumer, sometimes

would be permitted to read a story in

with moving images. Things have im-

advance, we still find major reports and

proved enormously for the recipient of

interviews in our newspapers and we

the news and the backgrounds to the

devote a great deal of attention to sports.

news. The digital newspaper is now

Journalists still try to reveal things that

available at all times, news is immediately

flee the daylight.

disseminated, and the paper and digital

the print run of the paper newspaper grew
by two percent last year. One-fifth of the subscriptions are digital or hybrid. Proof that the
newspaper knows how to make the transition
to digital. Editor-in-chief Cees van der Laan: “It
was a fascinating year in journalistic terms as
well. We are proud that we, together with Het
Financieele Dagblad, brought out the Paradise
Papers story.”
Trouw has also always had close ties with its
readers. The newspaper highlighted that with
the celebration of its 75th birthday. As a former
resistance paper, Trouw has its own strong
profile. Cees: “We highlighted that with the ´A
different note´ campaign. You can’t change the
news, but you can change how you write about
it. And we do that with constructive journalism.
We not only give facts, but also tell our readers
where the solutions lie.”

newspapers are becoming ever more
The biggest change is not in the content

valuable as interpreters of the news that

but in the way the content now comes

are no longer tied to a deadline.

to the editorial staff and the reader. The
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Marko Van Kampen
Founder
MyChannels
Nicholas Lataire
Editor-in-chief
VTM NIEUWS
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Encounter with Marko van Kampen (MyChannels)
& Nicholas Lataire (VTM)

“EVERY DAY WE
CONCLUDE WITH THE
TELEVISION NEWS:
OUR FLAGSHIP STORE”
In the editorial room of VTM NIEUWS you can almost hear the adrenaline
pumping as editor-in-chief Nicholas Lataire and Marko van Kampen, director
of the online video branch of De Persgroep, MyChannels, meet one another
for the first time. Van Kampen’s online platform delivers the technology
to serve up video on seven platforms of De Persgroep (such as AD.nl and
HLN.be) and the production arm of MyChannels is in the meantime the
preferred supplier of video on the AD.
At the summit of his lightning career, Lataire is leading the much-discussed
renovation of VTM NIEUWS and would like to know what Van Kampen thinks
of the plans: “Because”, he says, “they are - if you make a comparison with
the travel industry - AirBnB: guys who are entirely born in the new business
and who challenge us - the traditional business - to modernise.

“The guys of
MyChannels are
like AirBnB in the
travel industry: they
are challenging us
to modernise.”
NICHOLAS LATAIRE
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“Simple amusement or
entertainment, such as
the world meatball eating
championship, also deserves
a place in the paper.”
MARKO VAN KAMPEN

Lataire wants to make VTM NIEUWS

story, we would also like to have beautiful,

a brand that is just as strong as CNN,

traditionally filmed picture material which

he says, and Van Kampen reacts im-

induces people to continue watching for

mediately.

a longer time. In the final analysis, this

Marko: But you´re already a brand, aren’t

viewing time is also very important.

you? You´re a household name!
Nicholas: Yes, but if you asks a hundred

You seem focused on viewing times

Flemings ´What does VTM NIEUWS stand

and ratings. Have you both also studied

for?´, everyone will answer: ´TV news´. But

marketing and economics?

if the competition joins forces with the

Nicholas: Producing quality and digging

social media, then we’ll have to satisfy,

up the truth is our first objective. But

just like them, the news hunger that

I find that marketing is very close to

people have – starting as soon

journalism. After all, a journalist wants

as they get out of bed – and

to see his story read by as many people

report news throughout the day.

as possible.

Is there an explosion, such as

Marko: Exactly. Yet you also think in

recently in Antwerp? Then we

headlines, don’t you?

have to provide images from

Nicholas: Yes, but I also know that with

the minute it happens. That can

clickbaits alone we won´t succeed.

be user gen material - images

Marko: The art of course lies in achieving

that people send us via our

a good mix. With our online platform we

app or e-mail. At that moment

aim to some extent for the clickbaits

it makes no difference whether

which the viral videos of the day do

the image is grainy or of poor

massively generate.

quality, so long as you immediyou have to immediately send

the world championship for eating

someone on site who, possibly

meatballs.

simply with his smartphone,

Marko: (laughs) Yes. Look, I have very

reports live on Facebook. Lat-

great respect for newsmakers, but many

er the same day you have to

journalists commit the error of thinking

be able to broadcast a lightly

too much for their listeners, while simple

edited video with high-quality

amusement or entertainment, such as

images and maybe already a

the meatball eaters, is really ´gobbled

brief interview with witnesses.

up´ and so is also entitled to a place in

Subtitled, of course, because

the paper. Did you know that on the day

many people want to watch in

of the Lower House election - when the
whole of the Netherlands was fixated on

we have to conclude the day with the

the results - the story about the divorce

television news, our flagship store, where

of Michael and Barbie, two Dutch reality

we bring the full story: facts, causes, a

show stars, was the most-read article

context and possible solutions.

on AD.nl?

• Founder MyChannels, part
of De Persgroep since 2016

Marko: The social media will never be able

Nicholas: From a news value perspec-

• Likes skiing in Canada

to beat you on that level. This summer

tive we will always find these elections

we did live reports twice a day of the Giro,

important. But I understand Marko´s

but with the simplest possible resources.

point. I too find that you have to ask

Of course, for the short videos that we

yourself whether you should make a

generally make the lower-quality content

video that may be very good but which

is perfect. But if we want to tell a longer

no one’s going to click on. Which doesn´t

• Lives with partner and two
children in Amsterdam
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AD.nl opened today with a video about

the toilet or at work without sound. And

Marko Van Kampen (43)
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ately show the bare facts. Then

Nicholas Lataire (38)
• Editor-in-chief VTM NIEUWS
since 2010
• Lives in Zomergem
• In his free time helps organise
the Rijvers Festival and the
afterwork party ‘Work Hard,
Play Hard’
• Loves jogging, cycling, skiing,
visiting festivals and changing
the world with friends at the
pub

mean that you should only want

people, amongst other things via

to do with the way I was raised.

be shared by Mister Zuckerberg

to achieve millions of clicks with

crowdfunding, the opportunity to

My mother was the purchasing

on Facebook - except for a bit of

your videos, because then you

make their own series or reports

manager in a processed meats

nudity, perhaps. Thus we, who

end up with porn.

and broadcast them via our ca-

plant. She was fine with my want-

work very hard on our tight and

ble channel Ziggo. Financially

ing to go out on Thursday - that

expensively-paid reports, must

Is MyChannels the jamming sta-

that plan was too idealistic. We

was a normal part of student life.

find a way to remain lord and

tion for news media, equivalent

couldn´t make a living from it. With

My father, who was a blue-collar

master over our own material.

to AirBnB for the established

its successor, Makers Channel,

worker, was dead set against it.

Marko: A lot of publishing hou

hotel sector?

we immediately entered into a

´Going out is something for the

ses and television channels are

Marko: In any event I’m allergic

cooperation with Fox. This put us

weekend´, he said. ´During the

anxious about social media, afraid

to status quos and averse to au-

on a better financial footing and

week you have to work.´ (laughs). I

to give away content without earn-

thority. That´s why I set up USSR

we quickly grew into a household

think that tension at home ensured

ing something on it. But you have

Media and EU1 - the forerunners

name in the Netherlands.

that I am very open-minded.

to simply use the social media as

had with friends a couple of pro-

Nicholas, ever since childhood

When news has to be broad and

make short, tasty videos with the

gramme formats, one of which

you´ve liked to run things; in

just as fast as Facebook and

communication: ´Click here to see

AVROTROS wanted to buy. But

Zomergem, the village where

Twitter, doesn´t it come at the

the full report’.

the network head of Nederland 3

you were born, you were first

expense of depth?

Nicholas: Exactly, and in that way

said ´no´. He said he already had

chairman of the youth centre

Nicholas: On the contrary. If the

steer everyone quickly from the

a deal with Socutera at that mo-

and then you began to organise

research that we do here daily on

social media to our own platforms.

ment. Thus it wasn´t a question of

festivals where you did broad

the issues that our viewers are

But the objective is naturally that

quality, but of broadcaster policy.

programming, from K3 to Push,

concerned with shows anything,

soon there will be a De Persgroep

However good our programme

out of a sense of conviction.

it´s that they, after the stream of

icon on every smartphone, right

was didn´t make any difference.

Nicholas: Yes. Also in the youth

news facts on the social media,

next to the Facebook icon.

The broadcaster policy deter-

centre - unlike the other centres

expect deeper and more concrete

mined everything. That’s why

- we never played music that only

information in the evening than

we then took matters into our

ten percent of the population

before.

own hands and started an online

wanted to hear. The fact that I al-

What we do have to be aware of

Interview:

platform where we gave creative

ways thought that way must have

is that almost everything may

Stefanie De Jonge (Humo)

of MyChannels. At that time I

a marketing channel: you have to

•
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The number of web subscribers of Berlingske in 2017 grew
by 188% compared to 2016.

2017
IN DENMARK
"I love to work, I hate to wait.
You can imagine how stressful 2017 was. I was hired as
CEO and publisher of Berlingske Media in the summer,
but was unwillingly sent on garden leave by my former
employer, and was not allowed to start until December.
Fortunately, the company has great managers and
exceptional staff, and everyone pulled through after
Mette Maix left the CEO position. The year started
with the merger of the tabloid BT and the free sheet
Metroxpress, which will create a powerhouse for free
news, sports and entertainment for mobile and in print.
Advertising sales on mobile are growing, and we should
be leading the way in this field. Web subscriptions took
off and will pave the way for a more digitally-oriented
business model for the quality newspaper Berlingske
and our weekly paper Weekendavisen.
Looking ahead, my garden leave had one advantage:
I had the opportunity to use all of our products as a
customer - and that let me acquire a better perspective
on our business.
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Anders Krab-Johansen
CEO De Persgroep
in Denmark

ICON BERLINGSKE
TARGETS MODERN,
URBAN READER
Berlingske is one of the world´s oldest

newspaper attractive for the modern,

still-existing newspapers. It even dis-

urban Dane. The digital transformation

cussed the signing of the American

is radical: the entire layout of the printed

Declaration of Independence and the

newspaper will be outsourced. The edito-

French Revolution. The world-renowned

rial room is genuinely digital. The website

fairy tale writer Hans Christian Andersen

of Berlingske will be relaunched in order

wrote for Berlingske as a journalist and

to give greater support to the strategy

columnist. Berlingske is thus deeply

as a quality paper with subscriptions.

rooted in Danish culture, and especially

And it’s working: the number of digital

in the capital Copenhagen.

subscriptions is growing at a promising
rate. This is how Berlingske wants to steer

This unique DNA has continued right

the extraordinary history and journalism

into the digital age, and this keeps the

of the newspaper into the future.

WEEKENDAVISEN
SCORES WITH QUALITY
2017 was a good year for Weekendavisen,

journalists – strong in politics and society,

and the paper is opting for quality in 2018

culture, literature and science. As a gift to

as well. A new website is being launched

its readers, Weekendavisen published a

and new digital talent is being added to

special supplement to its Christmas edi-

the editorial staff.

tion: ´Moments in the history of Denmark´,
a compilation of eyewitness reports that

In 2017 a lot of hard work was done to

go back to 1185 and which cover e.g. a

maintain the position as Denmark´s lead-

decisive war victory, a devastating city

ing weekly, with well-informed, high-profile

fire and unforgettable cultural events.
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Mette Østergaard
General editor
Berlingske

“DENMARK´S
OLDEST NEWSPAPER
FOCUSES ON DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION”

B

erlingske may well be Den-

journalism for a conservative public,

of the newsroom the next day´s

mark´s oldest newspaper

primarily in and around Copenhagen.

newspaper is the primary concern.

and even one of the oldest

Our readers know why they choose

Now we can focus purely and simply

in the world – published for the first

us, we are super-relevant and we

on quality journalism. All content is

time in 1749 – but that doesn´t mean

have to stay that way.”

published digitally and the best also

it can escape the digital transforma-

Mette Østergaard (37)
• Loves journalism, books,
eating, TV series, podcasts,
spending time with friends
and children
• Lives with two children (ages
4 and 1) in Copenhagen
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makes its way into the newspaper.”

tion. What´s more, the strong brand

A dramatic decision was therefore

is taking up an enormous challenge

taken. “As of June we will outsource

“The Danish government commu-

in the coming years. That´s precisely

the layout and design of the paper

nicates primarily digitally and for

why Mette Østergaard came on

newspaper to another Danish com-

example no longer sends out letters

board as co-general editor at the

pany, one whose manager has even

on paper, we pay with our mobile

beginning of 2018. “I really wanted

worked for Berlingske and knows

phone and carry hardly any cash

to be a part of the leading team.

us well. They already do our travel

in our pockets any more, we always

Taking the next digital step is a huge

pages, so it isn´t entirely a jump into

have our smartphone in hand for

responsibility. Berlingske has always

the deep end. Yet it is a major step

everyday things. So the newspaper

had a historic position, but we require

that we are taking for a variety of

too has to go along on this mobile

a crystal-clear position in the digi-

reasons. It is very difficult to change

journey!”

tal transformation as well. We are

the culture and to put digital in

known for our quality: good, strong

the foreground when in the heart

COLUM N

Anne Sophia Hermansen (45)
is culture editor at Berlingske.

TRAFFIC
I

’d like to start with a scene from

Studies show that corporations that

And if it wasn´t for the stories about

Steven Soderbergh´s movie

implement diversity will outperform

women in management, I honestly

Traffic. The US is rife with illegal

those which don´t. They are more

would be a lot less attracted to read-

drugs. There have been attempts at

creative and probably more fun plac-

ing our business section. Now I do

solving the growing problem, but

es to work. And is there anything

and like many other readers, I enjoy

to no avail.

more boring and less inspiring than

stories about how to be a boss lady.

an echo chamber? Apart from your

Stories that reflect upon a change

There’s a pressing need for untradi-

bathroom mirror on a Sunday morn-

in society and are highly prioritised

tional methods. A selected group is

ing, perhaps!

by our journalists. And personally,

gathered on a plane. They are urged

I, as an editor, have done my best

to muster an unrestrained mind-set,

When I started working at Berlingske,

to attract new female opinion col-

to come up with new solutions to

the usual morning meeting was

umnists and reviewers.

the pressing drug problem. Nothing

primarily composed of men. Men

happens. Then we see the group.

are wonderful, but essentially, we

It is paramount that our readers do

All men, all the same age, all in the

are not just a newspaper exclusively

not get the feeling of being on board

same suits.

by men, made exclusively for men.

the Soderbergh plane, but instead

Fundamentally we need to be rele-

have the feeling that they are getting

Maybe it is a truth hidden in the in-

vant for the conservative reader, and

a comfortable yet inspirational ride

tricate anatomy of decision making:

as far as I know, not only men are

with a newspaper that sometimes

Is it just impossible to come up with

conservative. Presently, I estimate

will surprise and maybe even pro-

new solutions to old problems, when

that one in three at our daily morning

voke, but one that you also know

everybody seems to think alike?

meeting is a woman.

you can always trust.
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François Chaudoir
CEO Space
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Ben Jansen
Managing director
advertising Medialaan De Persgroep Publishing

Encounter with Ben Jansen (Medialaan - De Persgroep Publishing)
& François Chaudoir (Space)

“PLAYTIME IN
THE DIGITAL
WORLD IS OVER”
A strong local media player in a globalised
market: that can be the description for both the
advertising agency Medialaan - De Persgroep
Publishing and for the media agency Space.
Ben Jansen and François Chaudoir understand
each other – but that doesn´t mean they always
agree with one another. “Medialaan - DPP is in a
courageous and challenging position.”

“I see that local media
companies are adapting
ever better to the digital
reality. A reality that
is giving rise to new
professions.”
FRANÇOIS CHAUDOIR
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Ben Jansen (43)
• Managing director advertising
Medialaan - De Persgroep Publishing
• Lives in Melsbroek with his wife
and three children (ages 9, 9
and 3)
• Loves football, cycling, travelling and classical music (plays
the violin)

Ben, why did you invite François

ty. I think that we both want to

and ad fraud erupted, they were

as Procter & Gamble and Unilever

Chaudoir?

guide and inspire. At the same

paying a great deal of attention

putting on the brakes. Playtime in

Ben: We have more than 7,000 ad-

time we cannot permit ourselves

to the quality of their products.

the digital world is over. Themes

vertisers and many partners from

any errors, and that guarantees

We both benefit from that. If the

such as brand safety, viewability,

the media agencies, but Space is

that the decisions you take will

reach – certainly online – can

third party measurement and

nevertheless a special case. Not

be well-considered ones. Both

now grow even further, then we

transparency are now higher on

only because they are a strategic

commercial and in terms of in-

are very much on the right path.

the agenda everywhere. And that’s

partner, but also because they are

vestments.

Ben: I see 2017 as the year in

exactly what we’ve been striving

locally anchored, thanks to their

which we took further steps with

for for some time now. I’m happy

special shareholding structure.

Let´s take a minute to review

a view to the future. Now that

that all facets of online advertising

Space is the only big media agen-

2017.

Medialaan and De Persgroep have

are being looked at now. Online

cy that, just like us, has to defend

François: 2017 was an exciting

merged into a single company, we

communication is no longer an

its position in a globalised and

year. We had to work hard until

can work on the online reach that

end, but a means. And a means

fragmented media world. Even if

the very last day to reach our

François is talking about. We can

has to work. Locally we have that

we have different revenue models,

goals. A number of things struck

face the future with local quality

much more under control.

François and I understand one

me over the past year. Big adver-

and a massive reach.

another because we face similar

tisers have more and more of a

That gives me confidence, even

The promise that everything is

challenges.

say, which doesn´t make things

if the digital advertising world is

measurable online was never

François: Medialaan and Space

easier for us. In addition, I note

dominated by two international

fulfilled. Do you agree with that,

(corrects himself), Medialaan - De

that every medium is having dif-

players. In this market, ´the win-

François?

Persgroep Publishing and Space…

ficulties, except radio. And I see

ner takes all´ applies. You cannot

Fr a n ç o i s : I t ´ s a m b i g u o u s .

You guys have really got to find a

that local media companies are

come in second place. Our ad-

Everything is measurable, but

better name, and fast. (laughs)

adapting ever better to the digital

vantage is that these big players

we never measure everything.

Ben: I´m aware of that, François.

reality, a reality that’s giving rise

think that, with a single press of

In addition, digital media were

(laughs)

to new professions within our

the button, they can manipulate

convinced that they could offer

François: In any case, we´re both

sector. Here it is appropriate to

virtually the entire world simulta-

quality that was just as good as

masters of our own future. Inter-

congratulate Ben and his team:

neously, without taking account

the traditional media. Quod non.

national laws apply and therein

even before the international

of local sensitivities.

We´re all sitting on an ocean of

we must find our unique identi-

discussion about brand safety

Secondly, I see world players such

data, but I see that only now we
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“Our advantage is that these big
players think that, with a single
press of the button, they can
manipulate virtually the entire world
simultaneously, without taking
account of local sensitivities.”
BEN JANSEN

are organising ourselves for how we can

at all how viewers, readers or

use these data in a good way. And not

listeners experience media any

merely because it has to be.

more. Thanks to the merger, we

I want to just return to Ben´s point. Thanks

can think even better in terms

to the merger, Medialaan - DPP is the

of audiences. Although that´s

market leader. I’m happy to see that they

been the Holy Grail for years

are not giving the impression of resting on

now, of course, the answer to

their laurels. The habits of consumers are

the question of how you find

changing in such a way that we cannot

out how people move across

allow ourselves that. I don’t know whether

different devices still hasn´t

the adaptations to these new consumers

been found internationally. You

will go smoothly, but I do know that they

also have to be able to pull it off

will require investments. And they are

methodologically.

causing commercial pressure.

François: (nods in agreement)

Ben: François is right. Our position is

Should I take the occasion to

generating a healthy stress. It´s not that

make an official appeal? We

we are suddenly investing in the digital

still work very conventionally in

transformation right now, since we´ve

Belgium. If you want to change

been doing this for years now. And this

a TV spot, today that still takes up a great

revolution costs a particularly large

deal of time, even though we know that it

amount of money, but we are dealing

can be done much faster. That requires

with it in the right way. We never forget

investments, but we have to ensure that

that our phenomenally powerful media

we can also translate the speed of action

constitute the heart of our company. We

that we know from the digital world to

François Chaudoir (49)

want to continue to grow, as a result of

TV. You can´t allow too large a gap to

• CEO Space since 2009

which we remain relevant. The advertising

emerge between the two.

market profits from the fact that there’s a

Ben: Duly noted. But I want to throw the

• Fascinated by travelling, books,
film and his job

strong local media player who you know

ball back into your court for a second. I

you can call on easily.

would advocate that the UMA (United

François: The crucial question you have

Media Agencies), and thus also Space,

to ask yourself is twofold. How do you

strive for a much higher, uniform quality

maintain the quality, and how do you

and measurement standard for online

convey this to consumers? People are

advertising. We shouldn´t settle for in-

steadily using more platforms and de-

ternational standards, we can do a lot

vices and yet you will have to have an

better.. 

• Married, two daughters (ages
19 and 16) and one stepson
(age 16)

•

integrated offer for advertisers.
Ben: We will in any event have to get

Interview:

away from medium-thinking. That´s not

Freek Evers (De Morgen)
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Peter Bossaert
CEO De Persgroep
in België

2017
IN BELGIUM
"These are extraordinarily
fascinating times in the media
world.
Everything begins with the finding that consumer behaviour continues to change rapidly. Consumers want
to be able to use and combine media products anytime,
anywhere and in all their manifestations. We have to be
omnipresent as media players. De Persgroep, which will
be the 100 % owner of Medialaan, is the right response
to this. Medialaan and De Persgroep will merge into a
single company, with a single management. There´s
no question that 2018 is going to be a special year for
De Persgroep in Belgium.
Thanks to this merger we will possess a unique collection of talent and a beautiful portfolio of brands in
television, radio, mobile, news media, magazines and
online. Now it´s a matter of fully investing in content,
brands, technology and data in order to be able to
continue to offer the consumer and the advertiser the
finest products.
In 2018 we are going to further strengthen, digitise
and future-proof our existing media and products, and
put our full weight behind accelerated digital growth.”
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Erwin Deckers (47)

Chief content officer

MEDIALAAN AND
PERSGROEP PUBLISHING
BECOMING ONE
At the end of 2017 De Persgroep acquired all of
Roularta Media Group´s shares in Medialaan. De
Persgroep Publishing (Het Laatste Nieuws, Dag
Allemaal…) and Medialaan (VTM, Qmusic…) – both
one hundred percent owned by De Persgroep – are
merging together into a single media company. The
new organisation is currently assuming more definite
form, with the goal of becoming operational before
the end of 2018. The expansion of the participation
in Medialaan is of great strategic value in Belgium.
The merged company will employ 1,669 people and
achieve an annual turnover of 625 million euros.

“IT´S FANTASTIC WHEN
A BRAND DEVELOPMENT
PLAN REALLY WORKS ”

A

s chief content officer, Erwin

because the two were entirely different

Deckers helps build the brands

companies. Now we can feel how that’s

on the strategic level. He

changing: people are connecting with

thinks about what they stand for and

one another and are themselves seeing

what their values are, and helps create

possibilities across the brands. Working

the guidelines within which the content

together, strengthening one another

has to fit. “For television, 2017 was a

and yet retaining independence: that´s

super strong year. Our market share

becoming crucial.”

hadn´t been so big since 2002. That
is happening because in recent years

Erwin Deckers sees a rosy future for

we´ve worked hard on clearly delineating

television. “But then I´m not thinking

the different channels. The content also

about television as a linear given, but

fits very neatly within the brand values.

rather about video. We have decided for

Moreover, it was the first year of our

ourselves that we do not want to hold

new channel CAZ, the former Acht. We

tight to a single specific platform. We

changed the target group and tripled the

focus one hundred percent on content

market share with the right programming.

that makes viewers happy and offer that

It´s fantastic when a brand development

where the users want it. That required

plan really works.”

a serious mind switch, but that´s where
the future lies: the viewers themselves

On the company level Erwin Deckers is

decide when and on which platform

now busy with bringing De Persgroep

they watch.”

and Medialaan together. “There are so
many huge opportunities! In recent years
we´ve had other good ideas for working
together across the borders and bringing
together several brands, yet these plans
never really succeeded. That happened

Erwin Deckers (47)
• At Medialaan since 2000
•L
 oves family, making music
(guitar, piano, drum), telling stories
•L
 ives with his wife and two children
(ages 10 and 7) in Vechmaal
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Anke Buckinx
Presenter on Joe

“IT SOUNDS CORNY,
BUT JOE’S MY
SECOND HOME”
Anke Buckinx (37)
• Presenter of Joe´s morning
programme together with
Sven Ornelis
• Works at Medialaan since
2006
• Loves terraces in the sun,
eating French fries in front
of the TV, and shocking her
colleague Sven
• Lives with her boyfriend and
daughter (age 3) in Hasselt
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A

mongst the radio sta-

songs, with hits from the past and

go to work’. For me each SMS that

tions, Joe was the most

now which make them happy, but

comes in that shows people like to

striking grower over the

also in the stories we offer. Our DJs

listen to us is a high point. I still don´t

past year and, according to radio

have all been active for a long time

find it self-evident that listeners will

presenter Anke Buckinx, that’s due

now and have accumulated a lot of

take their mobile phone and send a

to its clear target group. “We call

experience: that guarantees radio

message, but there are very many

ourselves the supporters club for

with perspective.”

people who do exactly that. I find that

people in their early forties. For us,

the greatest compliment! It gives me

they´re just people of 25 who have

There´s little difference between the

lots of energy, motivates me to get

15 years of experience. They’re pre-

exuberant Anke Buckinx on air and

up every day at 3.20 a.m. and get

sent on Instagram, sometimes go

Anke at home. “It sounds corny, but

to the studio fresh and raring to go.

to a concert... For them we make

Joe’s my second home. I feel just

When, once in a while, the show is a

sparkling radio where recognisability

as good here and actually never

wee bit less spectacular, I can´t wait

plays a central role. In terms of the

have that feeling of ‘ugh, I have to

till the next day to make up for it.”

COLUMN
Dimitri Antonissen (43) began his career
at Het Laatste Nieuws 17 years ago. Since
2016 he has been – together with Frank
Depoorter – editor-in-chief of the country´s
largest newspaper.

THIS IS NOT AN
ALGORITHM. THIS IS
DANIËL. HE´S 83 AND
READS HLN DIGITALLY.
QMUSIC AND JOE ARE
LARGEST RADIO GROWERS

Of all the Flemish radio channels, Qmusic and Joe
grew the most amongst the general public (12+). In
the last months of 2017 Qmusic rose from 11.1 to
11.8%. With an increase from 7.3 to 8.8%, Joe is by far
the strongest grower. The total market share of the
Medialaan radio stations has thus grown by 2.2%,
from 18.4 to 20.6%. Amongst the 18 to 44-year-olds,
Qmusic achieves a market share of 19.3%. Amongst
the 35 to 54-year-olds, Joe scores 12%. Programme
director radio Iwan Reuvekamp: “Qmusic and Joe are
alive and kicking. Together they reach more than a
million listeners every day.”

He’s calling because he’d like to read the

This year we achieved record figures:

newspaper digitally.

every day HLN reaches 2,009,200 readers,

On his iPad.

our number of subscribers (209,000) has

Because Daniël´s eyesight is declining,

never been so high and the app, with

but he can still read the newspaper on

349,634 users, is the largest in the country.

the bright screen of his tablet.

But Daniël proves that, in so doing, we

It’s our editorial office secretary who told

above all mustn’t think in clichés. There

me about his phone call.

are 83-year-olds who scan headlines on

Because Daniël appears to need some

HLN and read the newspaper digitally.

help installing the digital newspaper on

Just like there are millennials who digi-

his iPad, and because it´s not every day

tally detox on the weekend with a paper

that 83-year-old digital readers give us a

newspaper and a good espresso.

call, I decided one morning to drive out
there early and visit him.

But Daniël also shows what an enormous
difference there is between HLN and the

In Daniël´s kitchen we talk over coffee

big tech giants like Facebook or Goog-

about the newspaper, the sports section,

le. Our readers aren´t algorithms, but

playing pool... and about his wife who

people of flesh and blood. Who write us

died two months ago. While I install

letters and leave reactions (200,000 every

the app, he explains how important the

month), who see HLN as a companion

newspaper is – now more than ever – as

and invite the newspaper in the morning

part of his daily rituals. A companion in

to their breakfast table, who get angry

the morning at the breakfast table. But

when we sometimes make a mistake,

he also talks full of fire about our news

but thank us with just as much passion

app – “that red one” – which he checks

when a story has moved them. Or with

several times a day.

whom you can drink a cup of coffee
together in Blankenberge. Try doing that
sometime, Mr Zuckerberg
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HLN CONTINUES TO MODERNISE 15%
AND IS BREAKING ALL RECORDS

The daily reach of H
 LN.nl
rose in 2017 by 15%.

With a daily reach of 2,009,200

to most other Flemish news media,

In the heart´. Not only the layout was

readers and surfers, HLN is setting

HLN does know how to appeal to the

renewed. Het Laatste Nieuws also

a record. That is more than one

millennials and generation Z.

launched four brand-new weekend

12. Absolutely no other European

In April 2017 the weekend newspaper

Zap. Videos are being integrated

newspaper has a comparable pro-

was thoroughly updated. The fresh

into the articles more and more

portional reach. Not even The Sun or

layout and the relaxing reading mat-

frequently, and surveys have shown

the Bild-Zeitung. In Flanders HLN is

ter put readers fully into weekend

that they are viewed attentively.

the fourth most popular search term

mode. These innovations are in line

on Google. And strikingly: in contrast

with the new campaign ´In the head.

in three Flemings older than age

supplements: Pluto, Chill, Lééf and

DE PERSGROEP
FURTHER EXPANDS
ONLINE PORTFOLIO
Uw referentie
in de energiemarkt

In 2017 Mobile
Vikings had a
record number of:

288,000
MEMBERS

In 2017 De Persgroep Publishing ex-

for twenty years now. Each year, the

panded its portfolio of online services

free construction and renovation book

by acquiring the portal site Livios, the

´Verstandig Bouwen en Renoveren´ helps

reference work ´Verstandig Bouwen en

thousands of builders and renovators

Renoveren´ (‘Intelligent Construction and

with tips for every step in their building

Renovation’) and the accompanying print-

and renovation adventures.

on-demand magazine ´Mijn Verstandige
Verbouwing´(‘My Intelligent Renovation’).

In March 2018, De Persgroep Publishing

In this way De Persgroep continues

took over the website mijnenergie.be,

to work on its strategy to fully invest

which is the largest Belgian independent

in activities that constitute a perfect

comparison site for energy. Last year it

supplement to existing brands and

was visited by no fewer than 900,000

which reinforce the digital future plans.

consumers. The site has the quality label
from the CREG (Commission for the Reg-

Livios, the portal site for builders/renova-

ulation of Electricity and Gas) and thus

tors and handymen, each month receives

guarantees independence, impartiality

more than 500,000 unique visitors and

and user-friendliness.

has been the market leader in its segment
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An Meskens
Editor-in-chief showbiz

“NO MONOTONOUS
SAMENESS FOR US.
EACH TITLE GETS ITS
OWN CHARACTER.”

F
An Meskens (41)
• With De Persgroep since 2004
• Loves travelling, city trips,
going to a café/restaurant
with friends
• Lives with her husband and
daughters (ages 3 and 7) in
Mechelen

or An Meskens, 2017 was a

the wheel. Everyone was immediate-

fascinating year. Together with

ly on board, including the various edi-

colleague Klaus Van Isacker she

tors-in-chief. Thus our ambition for this

became editor-in-chief showbiz. “Earlier,

year is to further develop our titles with

each magazine existed on its own little

the same drive. In addition, we want to

island, but due to earlier acquisitions the

respond to every opportunity, including

showbiz editorial staff was constantly

on the digital level: via social media, with

growing and we no longer worked effi-

video content and so on.”

ciently. We decided to combine our forces
and create an overarching editor-in-chief

Although it isn´t always easy, Meskens

showbiz. Now we literally all sit around

still believes in a beautiful future for print

a central news table and every morning

magazines. “They have a strong history

we discuss what will go where. So we

and, thanks to a strong positioning, they

can better deploy our talents and bring

will also always remain a valuable pillar.

news at three speeds: around the clock

What really makes the difference is good

almost instantly online at HLN.be, daily

journalism, so we continue to insist on

in Het Laatste Nieuws, or weekly in our

quality! The readers notice and appreciate

magazines. No monotonous sameness

that. As a result we were able to conclude

for us, each title has its own character,

2017 positively and posted excellent fi

supported by dedicated articles.”

gures. In the meantime, many managers
and stations also know what we stand

The close cooperation completely

for. Anyone who has news comes to us.

changed the atmosphere and dynamic.

Extra advantage for them: with a single

“It’s working fantastically well, and I was

interview they can reach several titles.

above all pleasantly surprised by every-

So it´s a win for everyone!”

one´s readiness to put their shoulder to
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OPPORTUNITIES
FOR THE FUTURE

During Red Nose Day 2016, organisers VTM, Qmusic and Belfius dreamed aloud of
setting up ´Red Nose Day houses´ with the 4,103,677 euros that had been raised:
a physical place in each Flemish province where young people could easily go in
and out for leisure activities but also for quick psychological assistance. Because
no fewer than one in five young Flemish people is struggling with psychological
problems. In 2017 the dream became reality. Each province received an OverKop
house. Thanks to the money raised, young people can now also go to OverKop.be,
an online platform where they can talk about whatever´s on their mind.

5 OVERKOP HOUSES IN FLANDERS:

OverKop house and home
An OverKop house is an accessible place for young
people where they can relax or engage in fun activities.
But at the same time, professional and psychological

OSTEND
GENK

MECHELEN
GHENT

assistance is also offered, free of charge and without
appointment. There is room for their passion and personal development and together there they can freely

TIENEN

express and experience their emotions. The five houses
are set up in collaboration with existing organisations
in Flanders.
Overkop online as well
OverKop is also a digital place. Via Overkop.be young
people, wherever they might find themselves, can also
talk about whatever is on their mind with a profes
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sionally-trained team of volunteers.

17 local initiatives that offer easily

Comic Relief. With special thanks to all

Along with a serious game and self-

accessible help to young people or

those who organised a money-raising

tests, the online platform strives to

which focus on prevention, such as

campaign, sold red noses or made a

quickly and directly refer them to the

an interactive city game, creative

donation.

right kind of assistance. OverKop.be

workshops or a short film made

is being further expanded with the

by pupils.

online forum Awel.
Red Nose Day is an initiative of VTM,

www.rodeneuzendag.be

Local and international support

Qmusic and Belfius and is based on

www.overkop.be

The jury also decided to support

the collection action Red Nose Day of

52%

WHERE DOES
THE MONEY
GO?

6 %

Overkop houses

Local projects

17%

6 %

General prevention / awareness-raising

14%

International projects

Online Overkop platform

5 %

Follow-up projects
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SMALL-SCALE CHILDREN´S
PROJECTS WITH A MAJOR IMPACT
For many children, life
doesn´t go as planned.
Think of children with an
illness or handicap, or from
underprivileged families. The
Dutch foundation Witte Bedjes
gives them hope with tangible
projects that cannot count on
support from anywhere else.

Witte Bedjes was set up in 1967 by Het

the pupils do not spontaneously play

Parool, which means that in 2017 the

games. Thanks in part to the contribu-

foundation celebrated a half century of

tion of Witte Bedjes, in May 2017 Het

existence. The newspaper still pays for

Koetsveld opened up a beautiful green

the organisation´s general expenses.

natural playground. A school yard that

Thus virtually every euro that is raised

offers on the one hand enjoyment,

goes for the good cause.

security and a restful place, and on the
other challenges the pupils to move,

In 2017 Witte Bedjes made a financial

swing, see-saw, climb, clamber, play

contribution to the Van Koetsveld

together and experience nature.

School in East Amsterdam. This is a
special education school for children
with very difficult learning impairments
and children with serious multiple
limitations. During outdoor recess,
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www.wittebedjes.nl

FOR ALL CHILDREN
The name says it all: Kindergeluk wants to make
children happy and give them opportunities for
a better future. Attention is devoted above all
to children who are having a more difficult time
in our society. Kindergeluk works together with
professional care providers, associated with over
40 organisations in Flanders and Brussels, so
that the support reaches those who need it most.

De Persgroep´s support to Kindergeluk

Underprivileged families often don´t

consists of a major financial contribu-

have enough financial leeway for a

tion, but above all the logistical sup-

holiday camp or hobby. Because it´s

port offered is also of vital importance

so important for their children to be

for the non-profit association. This

able to participate in fun activities

keeps administrative costs to a mini

just like their classmates, Kindergeluk

mum, and last year more than 98%

wants to make it possible for them as

of the expenditures could be spent

well. Kindergeluk therefore collabo-

directly on the selected initiatives.

rates with several institutions and
organisations on this.

Kindergeluk finances a wide range of
projects, from rooms in youth institutions and equipment for children with
a limitation to family supervision and

www.kindergeluk.be

support for organisations that help
parents with a limitation to raise their
children.
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FOR BETTER ACCESSIBILITY
AND EVEN MORE CREATIVITY

The Hague

Antwerp

HEADQUARTERS KOBBEGEM

Brussels
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A NEW
HEADQUARTERS
IN ANTWERP

NEW HEADQUARTERS
ANTWERP

The headquarters of De Persgroep will be moving
northwards from Kobbegem – near Brussels – to
a brand-new building in the centre of Antwerp.
Construction for the Kievitplein began in the
autumn of 2017. The new headquarters is being
commissioned in the summer of 2019.

The new workplace, located right next

Iconic building with panoramic view out

to the Antwerp-Central train station, is

over the city

Interior: playful youthfulness in an eastern zen

easy to reach for employees and visitors.

The design is from the architectural firm

atmosphere

There is also a better connection with

Crepain Binst and has everything neces-

Interior architect Nathalie Van Reeth lifts a tip of

the sites in the Netherlands. And there’s

sary for becoming a genuine landmark

the veil: “When you work at De Persgroep, you

room for further growth. In recent years

in the city. The building, with its striking,

are bombarded with visual stimuli all day long.

the number of employees in Kobbegem

transparent base, receives a public ground

Therefore I find it important that the interior of

exploded from 600 to 900. The current

floor with a brasserie, coffee corners and

the new headquarters be a space that exudes a

headquarters in Kobbegem was literally

room for events. The office building is

sense of calm and composure. We are working

bursting at the seams. Moreover, as a

getting four impressive roof gardens with

with sober and natural materials. And the round

flourishing and creative media company,

trees. A terrace with a panoramic view

forms of the building come back inside. It definitely

De Persgroep deserves an inspiring base

looks out over the city on the Scheldt.

mustn´t look boring and severe. We’re thinking

of operations. It will be able to pick the

The arrival of De Persgroep will undoubt-

more along the lines of playful youthfulness with

fruits of Antwerp as a university town and

edly give the neighbourhood around the

eastern elements, so we’re creating an inspiring

an attractive environment for start-ups.

Kievitplein a boost, both economic and

and relaxing place where it is enjoyable to work

otherwise.

and just spend time.”
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EXPLANATION BY THE CFO

THE YEAR OF THE PREPARATION
For De Persgroep, 2017 was a year with two faces. It began
slowly, but in the second half the turnover did better than
expected. In closing the financial year, CFO Piet Vroman is thus
satisfied with the results achieved.

“IN 2017 WE INITIATED
A MAJOR NEW
GROWTH PHASE”
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“Because of structural digital developments,
the correlation between economic growth,
and the advertising and reader revenues, is
much less visible. But it´s still there.”

“We concluded 2017 in perfect

tax losses from the past were

nus seven percent. So the Dutch

try. Moreover, we are especially

health. Admittedly, our EBITDA

valued on the balance sheet at

economy is doing extremely well,

satisfied about the development

fell by four percent to 216 million

a rate of 34%. That rate is now

and we’re feeling that. Thanks to

of our magazine portfolio, where

euros, but that’s much better than

gradually falling to 25%, as a result

a good focus and a tremendous

the positive dynamic induced by

we expected one year ago. After

of which the ´value´ of the losses is

team, De Persgroep gained even

our new showbiz approach really

all, the media sector remains in

diminishing in accounting terms.

more market share in print media.

stands out. Reports of the death

full commotion, and moreover

It’s a bit bizarre that one makes a

We are also doing an excellent

of the magazine business have

2016 as reference was a top year

loss when the tax burden falls, but

job of catching up in the digital

proven to be greatly exaggerated.

for us. The turnover remained vir-

that´s just the way this technique

advertising market as well. Our

It remains an important financial

tually stable at 1.45 billion euros.

works.”

digital display revenues are rising

pillar in our group - we´re happy

there by fifty percent, so in terms

that we have them.”

The year started off particularly
slowly, but in the second half the

“As far as the funds flow is con-

of euros that is in the meantime

results in each case exceeded

cerned, compared to the realised

a major turnover supplement.

Transition year in Denmark

the forecasts. The reviving Eu-

216 million euros we had a rather

And although the market share

In Denmark the EBITDA rose by

ropean economy was certainly

low conversion to operating free

of Qmusic was under pressure

six percent. “Yet we were going

not foreign to this. Because of

cash-flow. Partly this is as a re-

last year in the Netherlands, our

through a transition year there:

structural digital developments,

sult of working capital elements

radio branch also enjoyed a top

the CEO departed in mid-2017,

the correlation between economic

carried forward from the previous

financial year.”

while the new one - Anders

growth, and the advertising and

financial year, but here too the

reader revenues, is much less

greatest effect comes from a

Magazines do

in December. Frits Campagne filled

visible. But it´s still there. We also

faster outflow of taxes to be paid.”

unexpectedly well

the role of interim CEO. In Denmark

The more difficult first half of 2017

we note an acceleration in digital

aren´t dissatisfied with the net

Krab-Johansen - could only begin

current result of 109 million euros.

Fine growth in the Netherlands

was primarily noticeable in Bel-

growth, but simultaneously also

And with 21 million euros on the

When we look at the individual

gium. “Not only did the television

an acceleration in the decline of

balance sheet, we had virtually

countries, Vroman is once again

market have a hard time, the print

print media. The Scandinavian

no net financial debt.”

especially satisfied about the de-

advertising market took some-

countries are clearly in the lead

velopments in the Netherlands.

thing of a beating last year. Yet

when it comes to the digital rev-

Higher tax burden

“Although our portfolio there fo-

we continue to invest fully in new

olution. But naturally that offers

Piet Vroman explains a number of

cuses above all on publishing

models for the future. Also in Bel-

us a chance to learn from these

things that influenced 2017: “The

and still contains a lot of paper,

gium our radio stations performed

experiences.”

Belgian government´s Summer

the decrease in our EBITDA is

very well, and online we continue

Agreement included a one-off

the smallest there: minus three

to focus heavily on HLN.be, by far

higher tax burden last year. The

percent. In Belgium that´s mi-

the largest news site in the coun53
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New story

Ambitious expectations

rose to 1.4 billion euros – and the

A healthy, very stable P&L and a

The transaction was finalised in

EBITDA from 140 to more than 200

virtually debt-free balance sheet

January 2018, as a result of which

million euros; now we are aiming at

allow De Persgroep to make a major

Medialaan will also be immediately

a turnover increase of ten percent

new jump in 2018. “With the full

included in the consolidation for

to 1.6 billion euros. The EBITDA too

acquisition of Medialaan, the share

the full financial year. De Persgroep

should be able to quickly grow by ten

of the audiovisual group´s activities

transferred its fifty percent of shares

percent. It is true that we will have

is rising from 18% to 30%. That’s

in Mediafin to Roularta, paying in an

to assume some debt, around 200

a beautiful diversification of the

additional 220 million euros on top

million euros. 2017 was the year

turnover and profit streams. But at

of that. In exchange it received the

of the preparation, in 2018 the new

the same time we are facing our

other fifty percent of Medialaan. “We

story is being implemented. And as

greatest challenge ever. The merger

arranged the financing with our five

of 2019 we hope to be able to pluck

of Medialaan and De Persgroep

house banks. Moreover, we are very

its fruits.”

Publishing, two companies that are

thankful to our financial partners

each successful on their own turf,

for their support, with which we

brings us into unfamiliar territory.

could realise our third big growth

If we do this right – bringing the

spurt of this century: in 2009 we

two media companies together and

purchased PCM and doubled our

managing them on the basis of a

turnover to 900 million euros, and

single vision – then we will be a big

grew the EBITDA from 75 to 140

step further along in the development

million euros; in 2015 we took over

of our group.

Mecom-Wegener and the turnover
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“The merger of Medialaan and
De Persgroep Publishing, each
of which are successful on
their own turf, brings us into
unfamiliar territory.”

FINANCIAL REPORT
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
X 1,000 EUROS

2014

2015

2016

2017

Intangible fixed assets

21,659

35,100

40,949

42,266

Positive consolidation differences

175,737

498,909

425,756

362,577

Tangible fixed assets

142,613

182,310

161,908

150,933

Financial fixed assets

2,930

10,398

5,832

6,722

Accounts receivable exceeding one year

7,915

20,623

64,849

45,336

Inventories and orders in progress

37,640

48,706

43,293

43,892

Accounts receivable of one year or less

134,930

196,199

187,363

212,511

Available

315,202

128,490

101,710

62,928

Accrued assets

19,060

17,786

18,457

19,662

TOTAL ASSETS

857,686

1,138,521

1,050,117

946,825

Equity

250,325

252,946

251,934

243,503

Minority interest

72,428

78,353

78,222

78,965

Provisions and deferred taxes

34,290

92,917

48,487

26,495

Long-term debt

147,090

149,209

99,148

23,745

Credit institutions

145,000

136,000

89,000

20,000

381

254

242

77

83
1,643

Leasing and similar obligations
Other liabilities
Other loans

173

10,315

9,345

1,917

2,652

345

1,766

Short-term debt

253,670

372,160

384,076

397,216

Credit institutions

25,000

40,000

34,000

64,000

3,352

5,341

10,902

116,983

161,088

169,838

175,257

Accounts payable

Other loans
Accounts payable
Amounts payable in terms of taxes, salaries and social security

66,053

126,977

128,211

106,084

Debt resulting from the appropriation of profit

25,000

40,000

45,000

40,000

Other liabilities

20,635

742

1,686

973

Accrued liabilities

99,883

192,937

188,250

176,901

TOTAL LIABILITIES

857,686

1,138,521

1,050,117

946,825

Equity

250,325

252,946

251,934

243,503

Equity + minority interest

322,753

331,300

330,156

322,468

Equity ratio

29%

22%

24%

26%

Equity ratio (incl. minority interest)

38%

29%

31%

34%

-145,202

47,510

21,671

21,325

-1.05

0.24

0.10

0.11

Net financial debt
Net financial debt / EBITDA
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CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT

TOTAL
X 1,000,000 EUROS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

OPERATING INCOME

900.8

878.5

1,334.2

1,455.4

1,446.7

Revenue

866.5

850.3

1,290.5

1,418.1

1415.3

Other operating income

34.3

28.2

43.8

37.3

31.4

Commodities/raw materials

-167.3

-155.2

-190.4

-217.2

-211.2

Services/miscellaneous goods

-363.3

-345.6

-534.4

-585.4

-591.4

Salaries

-237.2

-237.5

-406.7

-425.0

-425.1

-2.3

-1.8

-4.1

-2.8

-2.7

Operating expenses

Other operating expenses
EBITDA

130.7

138.4

198.7

225.0

216.4

Amortisation

-29.6

-29.7

-45.9

-51.2

-50.2

Depreciation

0.8

0

0.8

-0.1

0.8

Provisions

-1.3

-5.4

-5.5

-9.8

-10.4

OPERATING PROFIT (EBITA)

100.6

103.3

148.0

163.9

156.6

Non-operating income and expenses

-44.8

-44.0

-69.4

-75.1

-79.6

-37.6

-41.8

-67.4

-72.8

-77.7

-0.4

1.0

0.9

0.1

0.1

Of which amortisation of goodwill
Extraordinary items
Profit before taxes

55.5

60.2

79.4

88.9

77.2

Current taxes

-14.5

-19.2

-20.1

-32.2

-35.1

Deferred taxes

-10.9

-8.0

-15.8

-9.7

-12.6

NET CURRENT PROFIT

67.6

74.1

109.5

117.2

109.4

Earnings in equity interest

-0.3

0.3

-0.8

-2.7

1.3

Minority interest in earnings

-0.1

-0.1

0.2

0.1

1.1

Net group profit, after amortisation of goodwill

29.7

33.3

43.0

44.4

31.9

NET CASH FLOW

107.3

111.9

170.5

178.2

171.4
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PUBLISHING

AUDIOVISUAL

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

726.2

698.1

1,151.6

1,253.7

1,243.0

193.0

190.1

191.3

209.0

210.5

695.6

678.7

1,113.4

1,220.3

1,214.9

187.7

179.8

184.5

203.3

205.2

30.6

19.3

38.2

33.3

28.1

5.4

10.3

6.9

5.8

5.3

-109.6

-102.0

-141.6

-151.8

-143.2

-57.7

-53.2

-48.7

-65.4

-68.0

-305.7

-289.6

-475.8

-524.6

-531.0

-76.1

-65.6

-67.3

-68.0

-67.2

-207.0

-205.7

-373.9

-391.6

-388.3

-30.2

-31.8

-32.8

-33.4

-36.7

-1.8

-1.1

-3.4

-2.3

-2.1

-0.4

-0.7

-0.8

-0.5

-0.5

102.1

99.7

156.9

183.4

178.4

28.6

38.8

41.8

41.7

38.0

-25.5

-25.4

-41.7

-46.5

-45.6

-4.1

-4.3

-4.3

-4.7

-4.6

0.1

-0.3

1.1

0.3

0.7

0.7

0.3

-0.3

-0.4

0.1

-1.3

-3.7

-3.0

-9.9

-10.5

0.0

-1.7

-2.5

0.1

0.1

75.5

70.2

113.3

127.3

123.0

25.2

33.1

34.7

36.6

33.7

-40.6

-40.1

-66.3

-70.3

-74.4

-4.2

-4.0

-3.1

-4.8

-5.1

-33.9

-38.2

-64.1

-67.6

-72.7

-3.6

-3.6

-3.3

-5.1

-4.9

0.0

1.0

0.9

-0.1

0.6

-0.3

0.0

0.0

0.2

-0.5

34.9

31.1

47.8

56.9

49.1

20.7

29.1

31.6

32.0

28.1

-8.9

-12.1

-11.5

-21.9

-23.1

-5.6

-7.1

-8.6

-10.3

-12.0

-10.4

-6.7

-15.5

-9.5

-12.0

-0.5

-1.3

-0.3

-0.3

-0.6

49.6

49.8

83.4

91.2

88.5

18.2

24.3

26.1

25.9

20.9

0.1

0.3

-0.8

-2.1

1.3

-0.4

0.0

0.0

-0.5

0.0

-0.1

-0.1

0.2

0.1

1.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.6

12.6

20.2

23.5

16.4

14.2

20.7

22.7

21.0

15.5

85.3

82.2

139.6

146.9

145.4

22.0

29.7

30.9

31.3

26.0
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CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT

X 1,000,000 EUROS

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Operating income (loss)

100.6

103.3

148.0

163.9

156.6

Amortisation

29.6

29.7

45.9

51.2

50.2

Depreciation

-0.8

0.0

-0.8

0.1

-0.8

Provisions for risks and charges
EBITDA

1.3

5.4

5.5

9.8

10.4

130.8

138.4

198.7

225.0

216.4

Change in stocks

3.6

-2.4

-11.9

4.7

-0.6

Change in long-term receivables

-1.1

-2.9

-2.9

-4.3

1.5
-24.5

0.9

18.0

-59.3

13.8

Change in operating debt

Change in short-term receivables

-11.3

-5.2

105.9

8.7

-17.5

Change in accruals

-8.4

-4.7

94.3

-5.4

-12.6

Acquisitions of working capital elements

-0.7

-0.5

-128.2

-4.4

-0.8

Variation in working capital requirement
Cash flow from operations of consolidated companies

-17.0

2.3

-2.1

13.1

-54.4

113.7

140.8

196.6

238.1

162.0

Financial income received

1.5

1.5

5.6

1.4

1.3

Financial charges paid

-5.1

-4.1

-8.0

-4.0

-3.6

Non-operating income and expenses
Operational cash flow before taxes

-3.6

-2.6

-2.3

-2.6

-2.3

110.1

138.2

194.2

235.5

159.7

Extraordinary charges

-11.2

-2.9

-43.8

-54.3

-24.6

Cash taxes

-14.5

-19.2

-20.1

-32.2

-35.1

-25.7

-22.1

-63.9

-86.4

-59.7

OPERATIONAL CASH FLOW AFTER TAXES

Extraordinary items and taxes

84.4

116.1

130.3

149.1

100.0

Acquisitions / divestments

-25.7

-0.1

-215.9

-39.3

-13.5

Capex

-17.5

-25.2

-30.7

-40.7

-39.0

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

-43.2

-25.3

-246.6

-80.0

-52.5

0.0

150.0

31.0

20.6

0.0

-20.1

-15.8

-52.7

-76.4

-41.3

New loans
Repayment of loans
Purchase of own shares in De Persgroep Nederland

-23.6

Dividends paid

-20.1

-23.2

-25.1

-40.1

-45.0

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

-40.2

111.0

-70.4

-95.9

-86.3

NET CASH FLOW

1.0

201.8

-186.7

-26.7

-38.8

Cash investments

71.4

3.8

5.6

0.1

0.1

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash position at end of period
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41.9

311.4

122.9

101.6

62.8

113.4

315.2

128.5

101.7

62.9

KEY FIGURES PER COUNTRY

X 1,000,000 EUROS

THE NETHERLANDS
2016

DENMARK

BELGIUM

TOTAL

2017

2016

2017

2016

2017

2016

2017

Operating income

794.3

796.9

176.0

170.2

535.9

533.1

1.455.4

1.446.7

EBITDA

125.9

121.9

12.3

13.0

87.1

81.4

225.0

216.4
15.0%

EBITDA / operating income

15.8%

15.3%

7.0%

7.7%

16.3%

15.3%

15.5%

Operating profit (EBITA)

102.3

102.0

2.8

2.2

59.1

52.4

163.9

156.6

Net current profit

77.9

73.7

1.8

4.0

37.4

31.8

117.2

109.4
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